Adaptive Release Settings

Note: Some of the settings in Test Options are self-explanatory or may have a description of settings. Additional information is provided for some options that may not be apparent.

Display After and Display Until: Default is unchecked. This setting limits the availability of a test to a certain span of time. If left unchecked, it will always show under Tests and Assignments unless the test is hidden by setting Make the Link Available to No.

Username or Course Groups can be used to specify those who should have access to the Test or Assignment. If left clear, all students will have access. In the example below, student wmpeach and Block 1A Group have access. To give Group access, Groups must be built and student assigned in Users and Groups in Course Management.

Grade can be set to apply Grading conditions that must be met before release of the Test or Assignment. The Default is User has at least one attempt for this item. Please note content item is visible to all users until a Grade criterion is created. Possible points for a Grade Center grade or calculated column are listed in brackets beside the column name. The score entered must be numeric.
As an example, you can allow a student to do extra credit if they haven’t met a certain grade on a test.

3. Grade

*This content item is visible to all users until a Grade criterion is created. Possible points for a Grade Center grade or calculated column are listed in brackets beside the column name. The score entered must be numeric.*

Select a Grade Center column: **[Test - HIPAA - Privacy Information Security (100)](select)**

Select Condition:
- User has at least one attempt for this item
- An attempt is recorded in the Grade Center when the user submits a Test, Survey, or Assignment, or when a grade is entered or edited.

- Score: Percent: **Less than or equal to** [70]
- Score: Percent: **Between** [ ] and [ ]

Review status forces students to review material and mark it as reviewed before continuing on.

4. Review Status

*This content item is visible to all users until a Review Status criterion is created. Selecting an item will permit users to mark that item as reviewed.*

Select an item: **[Required Tests and Assignments: HIPAA - Data Privacy](select)**

Click **Submit** to apply changes.